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Twombly lines  
 by Stitchnerd Designs 
 

stitchnerd: Katia 100% Merino Effect on 4.5mm (US 7)  

 

Gauge: isn't critical, but will affect the finished size and yarn usage.  

Mine was about 16-17 sts per 10cm/4" in stockinette.  

One 12-stitch in the stitch pattern = approx. 10cm/4".  

My finished size was about 72 cm around x 45 cm tall (28" x 17"). 

 

Needle size suggestions (for knitters with average tension): 

Use a short circular needle.  

If you have average tension try 4.5mm (US 7).  

If you knit tightly you may need to go up a size; if you knit loosely go down a size.  

 

Stitches used: 

 

k  knit 

p  purl 

yo  yarn over 

k1 elongated: see page 2 for details 

 

 

For ideas of specific yarns that work well, 

why not check out the projects linked to 

the pattern on ravelry - or join us in the 

stitchnerds group?  

And don't forget to post pics of your 

versions so we can see how your yarns 

work with the pattern.  

YARN CHOICE: DK or worsted 

weight   

Allow about 200m (220yds)  

I think the stitch works best 

with a smooth yarn.  

You can use a solid, semi-solid. 

Subtle shading can be good.  

On page 4 you will find some 

other ideas for things you 

might like to try.   
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2  Twombly lines 

Making the cowl - see next page for notes and tips, and page 4 for other things to try. 

 

 

  

Cast on  84 stitches loosely. If you want to adjust, use a multiple of 12 stitches.  If you like your 
cowls to fit close up to the neck, maybe try 72 stitches (but make sure it will go over your head).   

I  used cable cast on worked between the stitches and held the base of the stitches so they 
wouldn't be too tight.   

Blog link for cable cast-on: http://stitchnerd.blogspot.be/2011/10/cable-cast-on.html  
 

Bottom edge: Purl one row, then place a marker and join without twisting. Purl 2 more rounds.  

Alternative start: If you prefer - join right away and start with 3 purl rounds. (I usually work 

 one round and then join because I find it easier to join without twisting that way.) 

Centre section: Work from the chart until you like the size or have enough yarn left for 3 rounds and 

bind-off (whichever comes first). Stop after any even round (the ones with the purl stitches).  

Top edge: work 3 purl rounds and then bind off purlwise (evenly, but not tightly).  

 

Working the k1 elongated stitch:  

odd rows - each elongated stitch on 

the chart = yo yo, k1 (wrap the yarn 

around twice before knitting the st.)  

even rows - on the next row, drop 

the 2 loops before purling.  

 

 

The photo shows the 2 yo's before 

the knit stitch (odd row): 

LynnieBug 

http://stitchnerd.blogspot.be/2011/10/cable-cast-on.html
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3  Twombly lines 

Notes and tips: 

Measuring: It's probably a good idea to check the size of your cowl once you've worked a small 

amount. If your stitches are bunched up on the needle you can slide some onto another needle or 

length of yarn to check by measuring or trying on.  

Keeping track: you may find it helpful to mark each repeat at first. Once you have everything 

set up you may find it easiest to count 7-5 as you knit and just check the start and end stitches 

for each round (I find counting as you knit to be relaxing and it helps to spot any mistakes while 

they are still easy to fix). I also find it helps to check that the motif is shifting over by one 

stitch on the odd rows.  

Undoing: if you do have to undo anything, it's probably best to "tink" (unknit) stitch by stitch, or 

else the loose stitches can drop down several rows and prove tricky to fix.  

Edges: cast-on and bind-off edges will be a bit tighter than the main section, but that's 

deliberate to give it a bit of structure.  

Purl rows: I found bunching the stitches up near the tip of the left-hand needle made it easier 

to drop the 2 loops before working the purl stitch.  

 

 

 

 

Blocking: you can decide whether or not you 

want to block. I blocked  2 of my cowls, but 

not the third.  

 

When you have wet through the cowl, you may 

find that it gets quite loose (I panicked both 

times),  but I just shaped it and left to dry 

(no pins) and both times it shrank back nicely.  

I left the waves that form at the edges.  
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4  Twombly lines 

Springboard - other things you may wish to try:  

Variegated yarn 

 
stitchnerd 

Striping yarn 

stitchnerd 

Finer yarn  You might like to try this using 96 stitches.  

 

More knit stitches between the motifs:  

 

For a slightly firmer, less drapey knit, you might like 

to add more knit stitches between the zig-zags. 

 

e.g. k10 instead of k7 

 

This will mean you'll have a multiple of 15 sts - cast 

on 90 stitches and add 3 extra knit stitches on one 

side of the chart.  

 

maliha 

Rectangle: You could also use the chart to make a 

scarf or wrap.  

I'd suggest starting and finishing with a 

couple of rows of garter stitch, and adding 2-

3 stitches of garter stitch on either side. 

 


